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Outcomes

~ Assess if genrefication is right for your library.

~ Implement genrefication for your library collections.

~ Create a targeted promotional plan for your collections, genrefied or not.

 



Results from 2021 National
Education Summit Brisbane
- Building Capacities School

Libraries 
 

Where are you on your genrefication journey?
Add it to the chat



What does the research say
about genrefication?

- Decade of interest, building in 2012 and 2013
(Maughan 2019)

- Anecdotal rather than evidence-based 
research (Kimmelman, 2018) 

- Focus on reader and librarian satisfaction (Moyer
2005)



Research
says the
benefits are: S A T I S F A C T I O N

- Reader satisfaction
- Creates discussion between
students and peer recommendations
- Reader friendly, like a book shop
- Mitigates the reluctance of reaching
out to library staff for help

E A S I E R
- to make recommendations
- for book talks
- for reshelving
- to find genres
- for collection development
- to navigate library and find
books

C I R C U L A T I O N
- Some said it went up, others no
change. 
- Not a lot of data on loan statistics

S E L F - S U F F I C I E N C Y
- Can help readers browse
effectively 
- Better discoverability
- Can reduce number of choices
readers must make



Challenges and arguments

C O N F U S I N G
Both the change and the genre layout

N O T  P R E P A R E D
Students don't learn more traditional library systems and
are not prepared for public or academic libraries

D E V A L U E S
If students are more self-sufficient, it devalues the role of
the librarian



Current trends and research

Ditching
dewey

Merchandisediscussion



discussion

- is it right for our library?
- for junior school libraries?
- public libraries are making the switch.
- how do you manage these across branches and
multiple libraries within the same system?
- people are sharing their experiences and
reflecting on what they would do again/differently.

#Genrefication



Ditching
dewey



Source: SmithsonianMagazine, 2018. 
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/r

emembering-howard-university-librarian-
who-decolonized-way-books-were-

catalogued-180970890/

Dorothy
Porter
Identified and addressed
the inherent racism in the
Dewey Decimal system.

Was not afraid to make
changes to the system to
make it fit her collection.



Merchandise

- Large range of genre stickers and signage
available
- Catalogues and LMS are reflecting genres and
updated subject headings
- Book companies sell or categorise by genres 
- Greater ability to customise



Questions?

What do you think about what the research is saying? Do you agree/disagree with the

benefits and challenges of genrefication?

What other trends have you seen emerging?

Do these trends concern or excite you?



How to genrefy

Genres
and

labels
Grouping Catalogue

Move
and
label

Promote
Reflect
and

refine



G R O U P I N G
- Should we group speculative, should we
keep them separate? 
- Alphabetical order for genres or groups?
- We decided to group some (Realistic
and Romance sit together.
- Genres are colour coded and follow a
general alphabetical outline.

G E N R E S  +  L A B E L S
- Decided on genres. Some were obvious for our collection (Fantasy, Dystopian, Science Fiction). Others new. 

M O V E  A N D  R E S H U F F L E
Moved the books with genre labels already
on first. Then used catalogue, blurbs and
reviews to place each book into genres and
move into place. We reshuffled, to match
the size of each collection. 



C A T A L O G U E
Once the books had been
moved, we scanned them and
added them to separate
collections on the catalogue.

P R O M O T E
 We created shelf signage to
match our colour codes,
added new acrylic dividers,
and used a range of displays
and activities to promote the
collections.



Non-Fiction
Large Collection

Didn't want to undertake

complete genrefication at this

time.

 

- New signage.

- Moved the collection around

- Created popular collections:

Minecraft, Lego, Harry Potter.

With special spine labels. 

- Moved books to better fit our

use, where students would find

them. 



Genrefying Non Fiction



R E F L E C T  A N D
R E F I N E
On-going, never ending
process.
After reflection we
- ramped up promote stage
- moved and reshuffled the
entire library 
- moved some genre
collections and removed
others entirely, fitting the
books into another
collection.
- massively weeded the
collections
- included some extra
explicit teaching of genres
- added more signage
- promoted, promoted,
promoted
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Black = 2017 (and very

similar for previous 5 years)

Gold = 2018

Green = 2019

Red = 2020 (COVID-19)

Average loans a

month

2017 = 118

2018 = 75

2019 = 177

2020 = 202

Evidence of Impact



Let's discuss

Add it to the chat
 

Have you had success with genrefying?
Would you approach genrefication in the same way?

What would you do differently?
What data could you gather to measure impact?

Questions?



Promote, promote, promote

Results from
2021 National

Education
Summit Brisbane

- Building
Capacities School

Libraries 
 



Clear

signage
Displays Connections

Forward

Facing

How to market your collections 
- genrefied or not



Clear signage
If you change things, let the students 
know
Consistent imagery
Use their language
If a stranger walked in, what would
they see first? Would they be able to
find what they need? 
Ask for feedback 
Make it flexible and easily
changeable



Displays
Genre hunt
Wheel of reading
Genre-specific displays
Digital displays
Social media
Tied into the curriculum/
units of work
Secret/blind/ mystery books
Posters
Book tastings
Peer recommendations
Book sales or unloved books
BookFlix
Genre of the week
Book trailers



Forward
facing/
room to
move
Make sure there is room for
books to be cover out. This
might be 
- end panels
- display walls
- forward facing shelves
- use of book stands



Connections
This depends on your role and might
include
- newsletter articles
- explicit teaching of genres and
genrefication system
- book talks
- book clubs
- themed days or special activities
- author visits
- book face
- social media
- conversations with students
- literary evenings or events
- target your staff



Let's discuss

Add it to the chat.
 

What's your favourite way to promote your collections?
What really gets the students excited about a book? Is it a peer recommendation, because it

is new, saw it on a display?
How can we think outside the box with our promotions? How can we promote outside of the

library space?
 

Questions?
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